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Discussion Guide

•

Together Forever
Genesis 2.18-25

Connecting:
45 minutes

(The following questions are intended to provide
your group with a way of connecting with one
another so that you might partner in the work God is
doing in your lives.)

•
•
•

In what ways did God move in your life this
week? In what ways did you respond to him?
What was your biggest challenge this week?
In what ways, if any, did you invite God into
this challenge?
How honest have you been with us?
(Graciously thank group members for their
honesty if they answer that they have held
back.)

Getting Started:

10 minutes
• In your mind, what is the best way to meet a
potential spouse?

Diving Into the Text:
60 minutes

(The following questions are intended to provide
your group with a simple road map through the text.
Feel free to use these questions in ways that best fit
your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Using the notes, explain the background of
marriage and Genesis 2.
Read Genesis 2.18-25 aloud, slowly. Read
the text once more, allowing the words to
soak for a few moments.
In what ways were people made to go
together?
What appear to be God’s intentions for the
marriage relationship? Seek to discover as
many as possible in the text.
Would you say that the majority of married
couples experience God’s intentions for
marriage? Would you elaborate?
Do you think people believe that it is
possible for two people to stay together for
good? Could you explain?

•

If you knew what you could do to make
marriage last, would you do it? How far
would you be willing to go? How much effort
would you be willing to expend?
If your group is a couples group, divide into
men and women and spend time praying for
your marriages, specifically for tender hearts
to hear and act upon God’s intentions for
marriage. If your group is made up of singles
or includes single adults, consider offering
yourselves to God in a deeply intimate way,
like marriage, until he chooses to grant the
gift of marriage to you.

Context and Background

Marriage
The biblical foundation for the marriage
relationship is found in the statement made
in Genesis 2.24; a man should leave his family
and be united with his wife, becoming one flesh
with her. In this simple statement, we find the
promise of the deepest corporeal and spiritual
union possible for people. God intends that the
marriage relationship be one of deep, lasting
intimacy and harmony. God did not create
people to be alone, but as those who bear his
image, people are designed to experience
intimacy within relationships (Genesis 1.26-27;
2.18). Within the marriage relationship, men
and women are made complete, somehow not
experiencing life as God intended it on their own
(Genesis 2.18-23). The marriage relationship is
not intended to be short-lived but is meant to
endure for the physical lives of people. Jesus
seems to indicate as much with his interpretation
of the phrase “one flesh.” He indicates within
the context of marriage, “one flesh” means
two people are joined in a lasting relationship
which cannot be undone (Matthew 19.6). The
Apostle Paul maintains a similar teaching about
the lasting nature of the marriage relationship,
indicating the early Church maintained and
continued Jesus’ teaching about marriage
(Ephesians 5.31; 1 Corinthians 7.10-11). Further,
to be one flesh indicates that marriage is an
exclusive relationship (monogamous), free from
promiscuity because one cannot be fully bound
to more than one person at a time (Matthew
6.24).

Such exclusivity includes unceasing devotion
physically, emotionally, and mentally (Matthew
5.27-30; Hebrews 13.4). Finally, the marriage
relationship is meant to serve as a gift which
teaches people of the intended union between
people and Christ (Ephesians 5.22-33).

The Text

Genesis 2.18-25: The gift of marriage
In Genesis 2, we find a second account of God’s
creative activity, Genesis 1 serving as the first
account. Most likely, Genesis 1 serves as a hymn,
celebrating the “Why?” of God’s creative actions
and Genesis 2 is meant to serve more as an
explanation of the “How?” of God’s creation. In this
second explanation of God’s creative movement,
the focus is primarily upon the pinnacle of God’s
creation, people.
When God created people, he created the man
first and then noted that it was not good for the
man to be alone. This statement of something
not being good stands against God’s seven-fold
acknowledgement that his creation was good
(Genesis 1.3, 10, 12, 18, 21, 27, 31). One might
infer from these statements of goodness that
God is pleased with what he has created, that
it meets his creative intentions. However, the
experience of aloneness does not fit with God’s
creative intentions, and it is therefore not good.
The reasoning behind God’s conclusion is rooted in
his creation of people. God created people in his
image (Genesis 1.26-27). Explicitly, the bearing
of God’s image dictates that people have creative
authority, like God (Genesis 1.26). However, in
Genesis 2, we discover that bearing the image
of God includes the need for relationship. At his
essence, God lives in relationship as Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit. These three separate “persons” live
in such intimacy we cannot speak of three but one
God. Likewise, as people bear the image of this
relational God, they are designed to be relational.
Because the man is alone—not in relationship—
he is not experiencing God’s creative intentions.
In response, God concludes he will create a helper
(partner) for the man who is suitable. The idea in
the text is that God will continue creating so the
man has one with whom he can be in a proper

relationship. In light of his bearing of God’s image,
the man will need one who is of the same essence
but remains a distinct person as this is how God
himself experiences relationship. The members
of the Trinity are of the same essence (God) but
they are distinct persons. God thus begins to form
creatures and bring them to the man to see if one
is a suitable helper, one who can complete the
relational needs of the man. One might question
God’s approach as certainly God should know that
animals are not of the same essence as the man.
What may be in view is God trying to teach the
man of his need, making him see that no created
kind can satisfy these needs.
When none of the animals serve as an adequate
companion for the man, God causes the man to
go to sleep and takes a handful of flesh and bone
from the man’s side and forms a woman. It is
important to note that the stuff God takes comes
from the man, thus it is of the same essence. It is
also important to note that this stuff is taken from
the man’s side; therefore, the woman is not above
or below the man but one who is meant to come
up alongside the man. Finally, the one made from
the same stuff as the man is a different person, a
woman not a man.
Having created the woman, God brings her to the
man who recognizes what God has done. God has
created another creature like him, of the same
essence (bone of bones and flesh of flesh) but one
who is a distinct person (woman). The man finally
has one with whom he can be in relationship, a
relationship of deep intimacy like God himself
experiences. According to the author, this activity
is what undergirds the relationship of marriage.
Because people are made for relationships and
because God made men and women of the same
stuff but distinct as persons, marriage is not
only possible but God’s intention. Marriage is
God’s gift to people, his means of providing for
our relational needs. This marriage relationship
is meant to be exclusive and enduring (one
flesh). (See Marriage.) Within this exclusive and
enduring relationship, men and women are
meant to experience deep intimacy and harmony,
much like God himself experiences.

Real life with Blake:

As a pastor, one of the privileges I have is the
performance of marriage ceremonies. There
is nothing quite like watching two people
full of joy and hope utter vows of enduring
love to one another. It feels good. It feels
right. It is. Marriage is a gift, a beautiful gift
from God. We were not meant to be alone,
but we were meant to go through life with
another, one who completes us, who stands
beside us, who becomes part of us. We were
meant to go together. Over the years, and
after countless weddings, I am beginning
to wonder if people can stay together. So
far I have about a 50% track record and
the jury is still out on a few. This is the case
in spite of confessions of undying love,
hours spent coaching and preparing young
couples for the journey of marriage, and a
few match-making sites which guaranteed
compatibility. Even with this, they don’t all
make it. I am not the only pastor who is
batting less than a thousand. Most pastors
I know find that people just don’t stay
together. If they stay together, sometimes
they do so only physically. Couples live in
the same house more like roommates than
spouses. So, can people stay together?
I believe they can. We were made to go
together in a way that endures. Marriage
is a gift from God, a gift that was made to
last. It is possible to stay together, to remain
happily married. Maybe the question is
not is it possible, but is it probable? That is
a different question, one we will have to
address next week.

Real life with you:

Everyone of us longs for relationship. We
were made to be with one another. It is
hard-wired into us. We don’t just long for
friends. We long for a soul mate, one with
whom we can share the deepest things of
life, one we can finish life with. The problem
is, as a culture, we are beginning to
wonder if that is really possible. We are
wondering if two people can stay together
for good? We would like for it to be true,
but it doesn’t seem like it is really possible.
We have tried so many things. We try to
be passionate. We try to find people with
whom we are compatible. We read books
and go to counselors, but in the end so
many marriages just don’t make it. It seems
like we need something more, but that more
just isn’t available. While this may be our
reality, the truth is that we were made to be
with one another, not just for a time but we
were made for relationships which endure.
We were made to be with one person until
death do us part. It really is possible for two
people to stay together for good. The deeper
question we have to answer is how this can
be possible.
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